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Bills Committee on Employment (Amendment) (No.2) Bill 2000 :
Administration’s response to questions raised by Members on
12 January 2001
At the Bills Committee meeting held on 12 January 2001, Members raised a
number of questions as well as suggestions in relation to the Employment (Amendment)
(No. 2) Bill 2000 sponsored by the Administration. We provide hereunder the
Administration’s response.
Clarify Provisions for Protecting Employees Against Dismissal During Pregnancy
or Paid Sick Leave (Clauses 5 & 8 of the Bill)
2.
Members asked why it would be necessary to make the amendments relating to
the protection for employees against dismissal during pregnancy or paid sick leave and
details of the court case which necessitated the amendments.
3.
S.9 of the Employment Ordinance (EO) provides that an employer may
terminate a contract of employment without notice or payment in lieu of notice if the
employee has committed serious misconduct, such as fraud or dishonesty or habitual
neglect of duties. S.6 and s.7 provide that an employer may terminate the employment
of his employee by giving him proper notice or wages in lieu of notice. However,
s.15(1) prohibits an employer from dismissing a pregnant employee under s.6 or s.7.
The intention of this provision is to prohibit employers from dismissing pregnant
employees, except in circumstances where summary dismissals are justified under s.9.
4.
An employer who contravenes s.15(1) of the EO is liable under s. 15(2) to pay
the dismissed employee compensation which includes wages in lieu of notice, a further
sum equivalent to one month’s wages and 10 weeks’ maternity leave pay, if she would
have been entitled to such payment had she not been dismissed. Furthermore,
contravention of s.15(1) may subject the employer to prosecution and a fine of $100,000
on conviction. The employer may also be required under s.32P to pay compensation
up to $150,000 in addition to other terminal payments if he fails to provide a valid
reason within the meaning of s.32K for the dismissal and the Court or Labour Tribunal
does not make an order for reinstatement or re-engagement.
5.
Similarly, s.33 of the EO also prohibits an employer from dismissing an
employee under s.6 or s.7 during paid sick leave. An employer who contravenes this
section will also be liable to pay compensation to the employee and be subject to
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prosecution.
6.
In October 1997, a Judge of the Court of First Instance held that an offence only
occurred under s.15(1) of the EO if the employer terminated the employee’s contract of
employment under s.6 or s.7 of the EO (a copy of the relevant judgement and a
summary on the case is at Annex A for Members’ information). In plain terms, the
termination of the employee’s contract pursuant to s.6 or s.7 is a necessary element of
the offence created by s.15(1). There is no provision in the Ordinance that a wrongful
dismissal can be deemed to be a dismissal pursuant to s.6 or s.7.
7.
The implication of the judgement is that once an employer alleges that he has
dismissed a pregnant employee summarily under s.9 of the EO, he cannot be prosecuted
for contravention of s.15(1), even if the alleged summary dismissal is subsequently
proved to be unsubstantiated. The problem lies with the way in which s.15 is written.
The section, as it is now worded, only prohibits dismissal of employees during
pregnancy under s.6 or s.7, without covering wrongful dismissals which are not justified
under s.9. This ruling will also have implications on the protection of employees under
s.33 of the EO against dismissal during their paid sick leave since the wording of that
section is similar to that of s.15.
8.
The Government’s policy intention has always been to prohibit employers from
dismissing pregnant employees or employees on paid sick leave, except in
circumstances where summary dismissal is justified under s.9 of the EO. Subsequent
to the court ruling mentioned above, no prosecution action can be taken out with regard
to unlawful dismissal involving a pregnant employee or an employee on paid sick leave
once an employer claims the dismissal is based on s.9. This situation is undesirable
and inequitable. We should not allow employers to use s.9 as a pretext for dismissing
pregnant employees or employees on paid sick leave. The purpose of introducing
amendments is to plug an existing loophole in the law. They do not involve any
change in the policy.
9.
We are aware that there will be situations whereby the employer genuinely
believes that the circumstances of the case justify a dismissal under s.9 but the court
comes to a different view. We agree with Members that we should not subject innocent
employers to criminal liability for a dismissal which he genuinely believes he has a right
to carry out. We have therefore proposed to include a defence in the Bill. Under the
proposed sections 15(5) and 33(4BC) of the EO (Clauses 5(d) and 8(c) of the Bill), as
long as an employer can prove that at the time when he terminated the contract of a
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pregnant employee or an employee on paid sick leave, he reasonably believed that he
had a ground to terminate the contract under s.9, he shall have a defence and will not be
caught by the offence provisions of the proposed sections 15(4) and 33(4BB) (Clauses
5(d) and 8(c) of the Bill).
10.
A Member has expressed the concern that the first sentence of the new sections
15(5) and 33(4BC) of clauses 5(d) and 8(c) of the Bill would imply that the defence for
employer could only be deployed in proceedings. To address this concern, we propose
to amend the wording to make it clear that any defence put forward by the employer
would be considered when s.15(4) or s.33(4BB) is being invoked, not just in
proceedings. Our proposed revisions are set out under items (ii) and (iii) in the table at
Annex B.
11.
The legal adviser of the LegCo has expressed the concern that our proposed
wording for sections 15(IB) and 33(4BAA) (Clauses 5(b) and 8(b) of the Bill) would
create undue pressure for the Government to take out prosecutions against employers
using s.9 for dismissal. We have considered this view carefully. The proposed
sections 15(1B) and 33(4BAA) require an employer to prove that the dismissal falls
under s.9 of the EO. We consider that this is a reasonable requirement placed on the
employer. As explained in our letter to Mr Arthur Cheung dated 14 December 2000, in
the present cases, the employer is likely to have the necessary knowledge, information
or evidence required to substantiate his position. The Department of Justice advises
that the prosecution would have difficulty to establish an employer dismissed an
employee otherwise than in accordance with s.9 without the presumption.
12.
The Department of Justice further advises that in deciding whether to take out a
prosecution, there should be sufficient evidence to establish the offence charged and
there is a reasonable prospect to secure a conviction. If the employer can demonstrate
that he dismisses a pregnant employee or an employee on paid sick leave under s.9 and
that at the time of the dismissal he has sound reasons to believe he can do so, it is highly
unlikely that prosecution would be initiated. Putting it in context and in particular in
view of the defence, the new sections 15(1B) and 33(4BAA) will not result in frivolous
prosecutions or cause employers undue hardship. In fact, past statistics show that each
year, there were only a handful of prosecution cases which involved s.9 dismissal of
pregnant employee or employee on paid sick leave (relevant statistics are set out in
Annex C).
13.

Given the above reasons, on balance, we prefer to maintain our proposals as
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contained in clauses 5(b) and 8(b) of the Bill.
Clarification Provision on employee’s entitlement of pro-rata end of year payment
(Clause 4 of the Bill)
14.
A Member suggested that the drafting of clause 4 of the Bill was too clumsy
and did not make it immediately clear under what circumstances employees would be
eligible for pro-rata end of year payment. We have considered this view carefully and
would like to propose a new clause 4 (item (i) in the table at Annex B) which set out our
proposed amendment in a more direct and easily understood manner, for Members’
consideration.
Exclusion of acts covered by the Family Status Discrimination Ordinance from
Part VIA of the EO (Clause 7 of the Bill)
15.
A Member enquired why we proposed to exclude acts of discrimination covered
by the Family Status Discrimination Ordinance from the application of Part VIA of the
EO.
16.
Existing s.32Q of the EO already excludes acts of sex discrimination within the
meaning of the Sex Discrimination Ordinance (SDO) and disability discrimination
within the Disability Discrimination Ordinance (DDO) from the application of Part VIA
(employment protection provisions) of the EO. The rationale for such exclusion is two
fold. Firstly, it has always been the Government’s legal policy to avoid duplicity of
remedies in respect of a single act. Since both Part VIA of the EO and SDO and DDO
may deal with discriminatory acts in the employment field, it is necessary to have the
exclusion as otherwise, a claimant may initiate claims under two separate pieces of
legislation in two different courts and hence subject the employer to two separate trials
and double payments in respect of a single act.
17.
In fact, it is provided in the Labour Tribunal Ordinance that the LT may decline
jurisdiction and transfer cases if it is of the opinion that the claim should not be heard
and determined by it. After the enactment of the SDO and DDO, discriminatory acts
including those in the employment field are heard in the District Court, which is
considered the proper jurisdiction to hear allegations of acts of discrimination. The
exclusion provided in the EO makes the delineation of authority to hear claims arising
from discriminatory acts clear.
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18.
Clause 7 of the Bill aims to add Family Status Discrimination Ordinance
(FSDO), which provides, among other things, protection for employees against unlawful
discrimination on the ground of family status, to the exclusion list for the same reasons
stated above. After the exclusion, in practice, an employee who has been dismissed in
contravention of s.15(1) or s.33(4B) of the EO could still make his claim at the LT under
Part VIA of the EO even if the dismissal involves discriminatory acts under the FSDO.
The employee may simply claim that the dismissal was made in contravention of s.15(1)
or s.33(4B) of the EO. It would be up to the employer to prove that the employee was
dismissed for a valid reason as stipulated in s.32K of the EO. It will be when the
employee’s claim involves claims of discrimination as defined under the SDO, DDO
and FSDO that the LT may need to refer the case to the District Court.
Education and Manpower Bureau
February 2001

Annex A

Summary of the Prosecution Case Involving
S. Space Design (H.K.) Co. Ltd

Background to the Case
X had worked under a continuous contract as Accountant
Supervisor for S. Space Design (H.K.) Ltd (hereafter referred to as
“SSD”) since 16.6.1995.
2.
On 9.4.1996, X was informed of her wage increment. SDD
also took the opportunity to thank her for her good performance.
3.
On 18.4.1996, X served notice of maternity leave to SSD.
Approval was granted two days later.
4.
On 8.5.1996, X was dismissed with immediate effect. On
the next day she was issued a letter of summary dismissal stating that
she was dismissed because of her poor attitude and unsatisfactory
performance at work during the previous few months. X strongly
opposed to the allegation.
5.
X filed a civil claim at the Labour Tribunal for her
entitlements under the Employment Ordinance (EO). The case was
heard on 11.9.1996 and an award was made in her favour. While
SSD paid in accordance with the award, it applied for and was granted
leave to appeal against the award. The appeal was eventually
dismissed.
6.
In view of the prima facie evidence for a contravention of
section 15(1) of the EO, prosecution action was taken by the Labour
Department. A summons under sections 15(1) and 15(4) was laid
against SSD.
7.
SSD pleaded not guilty to the office at the first hearing on
16.12.1996 but was eventually convicted at the Eastern Magistracy on
19.5.1997 under sections 15(1) and 15(4) of the EO.
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8.
The Magistrate considered termination according to section 9
of the EO was not justified. The case before him was a wrongful
termination. There was no basis for the company to have the
employment of the employee terminated because of her unsatisfactory
work performance.
9.
In arriving at his decision, the Magistrate was not unaware of
the fact that the wording of section 15(1) referred to termination under
section 6 and section 7, and yet the termination in this case before the
Magistrate was made according to section 9 of EO. The Magistrate
applied the Mischief Rule of statutory interpretation and convicted the
employer.

Summary of the High Court Judgment
10.
The employer appealed the decision to the High Court.
Among the four grounds of appeal, the judge at the High Court
accepted the first two grounds of appeal, and quashed the conviction
handed down by the Magistrate. The full text of the judgment notes
delivered on 24.10.1997 is at Appendix.
11.
The first ground of appeal is that the prosecution failed to
prove an essential element of offence of section 15(1), i.e. that the
contract of employment was terminated under section 6 or section 7 of
EO.
12.
The second ground of appeal is that the Magistrate erred in
law, firstly, by applying the “mischief rule” as a method of statutory
interpretation; and secondly by importing the findings of an award of
compensation made by the Labour Tribunal into a criminal
proceeding.
13.
The third ground of appeal is that the Magistrate went too far
into intervening into the examination of witnesses; and the fourth one
is that the conviction was unsafe and unsatisfactory.
14.

The High Court held that there was no scope for the
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application of Mischief Rule on section 15(1). The Mischief Rule of
statutory interpretation has or should have effect only when the
legislation under consideration is ambiguous.
15.
It held that section 15(1) specifically prohibits the termination
of the contract of employment under section 6 and section 7 of the EO.
The terms are plain and there is simply no ambiguity there.
16.
The judgment elaborated that, in dealing with the meaning of
a statutory provision, a court should look at the terms of the relevant
provision. If those terms were clear and unambiguous then the court
needs go no further. If in applying the clear and unambiguous terms
of the legislation, some absurdity may result, then it is a matter for the
legislature to have the law amended.

Annex B

Employment (Amendment) (No. 2) Bill 2000
Items
(i)

Note :

Existing Provision
Section 11F

Proposed amendments
in the Bill

Proposed Committee Stage
Amendments

(1) Subject to subsection (1A), (1) Subject to subsection (1A), (1) Subject to subsections (1A)
and (1B), where, in the case
where, in the case of an
where, in the case of an
employee to whom this Part
employee to whom this Part
of an employee to whom this
applies who has not been
applies who has not been
Part applies who has not
employed by the same
employed by the same
been employed by the same
employer for the whole of a
employer for the whole of a
employer for the whole of a
payment period but has been
payment period but has been
payment period but has been
so employed for a period of
so employed for a period of
so employed for a period of
not less than 3 months in the
not less than 3 months in the
not less than 3 months in the
payment period –
payment period –
payment period –
(a) the
contract
of
(a) the
contract
of
(a) the
contract
of
employment
is
employment
is
employment
is
terminated –
terminated –
terminated –
(i) at any time during
(i) at any time during
(i) at any time during the
the payment period;
the payment period;
payment period; or
or
or
(ii) on the expiry of the
(ii) on the expiry of the
(ii) on the expiry of the
payment period; or
payment period,
payment period,
otherwise than by the employee otherwise than –
(1B)Subsection (1)(a) does not
under section 6 or 7 or by the (A) by the employee other
apply to a contract of
employer under section 9; or
than in accordance with
employment which is
section 10; or
terminated –
(B) by the employer under
(a) by
the
employee

Differences between the original proposed amendment and the Committee Stage Amendments are expressed in bold types.

2

(ii) Section 15

Note :

section 9; or

except such a contract
which is terminated in
accordance
with
section 10; or
(b) by
the
employer
under section 9.

Subject to subsection (5), (4)
any
employer
who
contravenes
subsection
(1)(a) or (b) shall be guilty
of an offence and shall be
liable on conviction to a
fine
at
level
6.

Subject to subsection (5),
any
employer
who
contravenes
subsection
(1)(a) or (b) shall be guilty
of an offence and shall be
liable on conviction to a
fine
at
level
6.

(5) In proceedings for an (5)
offence under subsection
(4) (and without prejudice
to the operation of
subsection (1B)), it shall
be a defence for the
employer charged with the
offence to prove that –
(a) he
purported
to
terminate
the
continuous contract of
employment of the
pregnant
employee
concerned
in

Without prejudice to the
operation of subsection
(1B), it shall be a defence
for an employer charged
with an offence under
subsection (4) to prove
that –
(a) he
purported
to
terminate
the
continuous contract of
employment of the
pregnant
employee
concerned
in
accordance with section

(4) Any
employer
who (4)
contravenes subsection (1)
shall be guilty of an offence
and shall be liable on
conviction to a fine at level
6.

Differences between the original proposed amendment and the Committee Stage Amendments are expressed in bold types.
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accordance with section
9; and
(b) at the time of such
termination,
he
reasonably
believed
that he had a ground to
do so.
(iii) Section 33

9; and
(b) at the time of such
termination,
he
reasonably
believed
that he had a ground to
do so.

(4BB)An
employer
who (4BB) Subject to subsection (4BB) Subject to subsection
contravenes
subsection
(4BC), any employer
(4BC), any employer
(4B) shall be guilty of an
who
contravenes
who
contravenes
offence and shall be liable
subsection (4B) shall
subsection (4B) shall
on conviction to a fine at
be guilty of an offence
be guilty of an offence
level 6.
and shall be liable on
and shall be liable on
conviction to a fine at
conviction to a fine at
level
6.
level
6.
(4BC) In proceedings for an (4BC) Without prejudice to the
offence
under
operation of subsection
subsection (4BB) (and
(4BAA), it shall be a
without prejudice to the
defence for an employer
operation of subsection
charged with an offence
(4BAA)), it shall be a
under subsection (4BB)
defence
for
the
to prove that –
(a)
he purported to
employer charged with
terminate
the
the offence to prove
continuous contract
that –
(a) he
purported
to
of employment of
terminate
the
the
employee

Note :

Differences between the original proposed amendment and the Committee Stage Amendments are expressed in bold types.
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continuous contract
of employment of the
employee concerned
in accordance with
section 9; and
(b) at the time of such
termination,
he
reasonably believed
that he had a ground
to do so.

Note :

Differences between the original proposed amendment and the Committee Stage Amendments are expressed in bold types.

concerned
in
accordance
with
section 9; and
(b) at the time of such
termination,
he
reasonably believed
that he had a ground
to do so.

Annex C

Year

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

No. of successful
convictions
s.15(1)
5
13
6
2
4
2

s.33
0
0
0
0
0
0

No. of cases affected by
the judgement in S. Space
Design (HK) Co. Ltd.1
s.15(1)
s.33
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1
0
3
1
3
2
6
2

Remarks: Before the High Court ruling in October 1997,
the Labour Department had taken out prosecution twice
under s.15(1) of the Employment Ordinance against
employers for probable wrongful s.9 dismissal of pregnant
employee. On both occasions, the employers pleaded guilty
to the charge.

1

In these cases, prosecution cannot be taken out or has to be discontinued. The High

Court Judgment involving S. Space Design (HK) Co. Ltd was delivered on 24th October
1997.

Cases thus affected by the judgement are cases where termination has not been

taken in accordance with s.6 or s.7.
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